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Abstract

Partial collection replication improves performance and scalability of a large-scale distributed information
retrieval system by distributing excessive workloads, reducing network latency, and restricting some searches to a small
percentage of data. In this paper, we rst examine queries
from real system logs and show that there is sucient query
locality in real systems to justify partial collection replication. We then present a method for constructing a hierarchy of partial replicas from a collection where each replica
is a subset of all larger replicas, and extend the inference
network model to rank and select partial replicas. We compare our new selection algorithm to previous work on collection selection over a range of tuning parameters. For a
given query, our replica selection algorithm correctly determines the most relevant of the replicas or original collection,
and thus maintains the highest retrieval e ectiveness while
searching the least data as compared with the other ranking
functions. Simulation results show that with load balancing,
partial replication consistently improves performance over
collection partitioning on multiple disks of a shared-memory
multiprocessor and it requires only modest query locality.

In this paper, we use the inference network model to rank
partial replicas and the original collection, and then select a
replica or the original collection to process the query based
on both relevance and load. We build a hierarchy of replicas
based on query frequency and available resources, and use
the InQuery retrieval system for the replicas and the original collection. We examine queries from THOMAS [18] and
Excite [12] and nd query locality sucient to justify partial
replication. The evidence also indicates that partial replication will achieve better performance than caching queries,
because the replica selection algorithm nds similarity between non-identical queries, and thus increases observed locality. We modify the collection selection mechanism developed by Callan et al. [6] to select relevant partial replicas
for a given query. We evaluate this new strategy using 300
TREC queries on the 2 GB TREC volumes 2+3 and 20
GB VLC collections. We compare our algorithm to Callan
et al.'s collection ranking function and vary the parameters
of each. The experiments demonstrate that our strategy is
better at maintaining retrieval e ectiveness while searching
signi cantly less data. We also present a new and surprising
performance result: partial replication is more e ective at
reducing execution time than collection partitioning on the
same resources, even when only 12% of queries have locality
with the replica(s).
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section describes related work. In Section 3, we characterize the locality and access patterns of the THOMAS
and Excite logs. Section 4 and 5 describe the replication
architecture and how to use the inference network model to
rank replicas. Section 6 presents experiments that show our
replica selection algorithm is signi cantly more e ective than
previous work on collection selection for replicas. Section 7
shows the performance of partial replication signi cantly improves performance over partitioning the collection over the
available disks with modest query locality. Section 8 summarizes our results and concludes.

1 Introduction

As information and users proliferate through the Internet and intranets, distributed information retrieval systems
must cope with the challenge of scale. Distributing excessive workloads and searching as little data as possible while
maintaining acceptable retrieval accuracy are two ways to
improve performance and scalability of a distributed IR system. Partial collection replication serves these two purposes.
Replicating collections on multiple servers can distribute excessive workloads; replicating collections on servers that are
closer to their users can improve performance by reducing network trac and minimizing network latency. When
we replicate a small percentage of a collection and direct
queries to a relevant partial replica, we can further improve
performance by searching less data. However, since a partial
replica in a distributed IR system may contain all, some, or
none of the relevant documents for a given query, selecting a partial replica just based on load will not maintain
acceptable retrieval accuracy.

2 Related Work

Distributed database systems (e.g. Oracle, Informix, and
Sybase) have used replication for a long time to improve system performance and availability [1, 11, 20, 22]. Recently,
researchers have also used replication in the Web for document access [2, 3, 4, 7]. Since records and documents have
well-de ned names in all these systems, it is simply a name
membership test to determine if a partial replica can satisfy
a user request. Since partial replicas in IR systems may contain all, some, or none of the relevant documents for a given
query, how to select a partial replica based on relevance for a
query where the answer is not well de ned is a problem that
does not exist in these systems. As far as we know, the work
presented in this paper is the rst that attacks this problem.
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Num.
Topics
unique
occurring
more than more than one
queries
total
once
once
unique query
4876 (4651)
4069
2888 (71%)
1181 (29%)
412
percentages of queries that top topics account for
100
200
500
1000
2000
21.2%
28.7%
41.5%
54.1%
73.0%
(a) Query locality in the THOMAS log.
Num.
Topics
Num.
unique
occurring
more than more than one
queries
queries
total
once
once
unique query
499836 (444899) 365276 (320987) 249405 196672 (79%) 52733 (21%)
32750
percentages of queries that top topics account for
500
1000
5000
10000
20000
12.3%
16.0%
27.9%
34.4%
42.0%
(b) Query locality in the Excite log.
Num.
queries
8143 (7703)

Table 1: Query locality in THOMAS and Excite logs
The closest work to selecting a relevant partial replica which
and show that it is e ective and improves performance.
is a subset of the original collection is collection selection, i.e.,
3 Access Characteristics in Real Systems
locating the most relevant collections [6, 8, 10, 13, 15, 21],
The most often used queries for evaluating IR systems are
where collections are disjointed. Replica selection di ers also
the TREC queries [16]. However, each query in TREC is
because it directs as many queries as possible to relevant
unique. To evaluate partial collection replication, we inreplicas in order to obtain performance improvements.
stead need typical sets of query locality patterns. Other
Danzig et al. [10] use a hierarchy of brokers to maintain
researchers have examined query locality in the context of
indices for document abstracts as a representation of the
the Web [9, 17], but currently there exists no widely available
contents of primary collections, and support Boolean keyor standard set of queries with locality properties. We thereword matching to locate the primary collections. If users'
fore obtained our own set of server logs from THOMAS [18],
queries do not use keywords in the brokers, they have diand Excite [12]. The THOMAS system is a legislative inculty nding the right primary collections.
formation service of the U.S. Congress through the Library
Voorhees et al. exploit similarity between a new query
of Congress. THOMAS contains the full text congressional
and relevance judgments for previous queries to compute the
records and bills introduced from the 101st Congress to
number of documents to retrieve from each collection [21].
105th Congress. We analyze the THOMAS logs between
Netserf extracts structured, disambiguated representations
July 14 and September 13, 1998. We obtained full day logs
from the queries and matches these query representations to
for 40 days, and partial logs for remaining 22 days due to inhand-coded representations [8]. Voorhees et al. and Netserf
sucient disk space in the mailer at the library of Congress.
require manual intervention which limits them to relatively
The Excite system provides online search for more than 50
static and small collections.
million Web pages, and we obtained one day of log informaFuhr proposes a decision-theoretic approach to solve coltion for September 16, 1997.
lection selection problem [13]. He makes decisions by using
Since the logs do not contain document identi ers rethe expected recall-precision curve, expected number of relturned from query evaluation, we built our own test databases.
evant documents, and cost factors for query processing and
We de ne a topic as all queries whose top 20 documents
document delivery. He does not report on e ectiveness.
completely overlap. For queries from the THOMAS log, we
GLOSS uses document frequency information for each
reran all queries against a test database that uses the Concollection to estimate whether, and how many, potentially
gressional Records for the 103rd Congress (235 MB, 27992
relevant documents are in a collection [14, 15]. The apdocuments, a subset of the real database). For queries from
proach is easily applied to large numbers of collections, since
the Excite log, we reran all queries against a test database
it stores only document frequency and total weight informausing downloads of the websites operated by ten Australian
tion for each term in each collection. However its e ectiveUniversities (725 MB, 81334 documents).
ness remains unknown due to limited evaluation.
Table 1 shows the statistics on query locality in the
Callan et al. adapt the document inference network to
THOMAS and Excite logs. We collect the average number
ranking collections by replacing the document node with
of queries, unique queries, topics, topics occurring once, topthe collection node [6]. Similar to GLOSS, the information
ics occurring more than once, and topics that contain more
stored in the collection ranking inference network is docuthan one unique query. We also present the percentages of
ment frequencies and term frequencies for each term in each
queries that correspond to the top topics. Table 1(a) shows
collection. Experiments using the InQuery retrieval system
the average numbers in the THOMAS logs over 40 days
and the 3 GB TREC 1+2+3 collection show that using this
with full day logs. The numbers of queries that actually
method to select the top 50% of subcollections attains simind documents from our test database are in parentheses
lar e ectiveness to searching all subcollections.
in columns 1 and 2. Some queries do not nd any docuNone of the above collection selection algorithms consider
ments, due to misspelling, or because query terms do not
replicas and partial replicas. Among the approaches for colexist in the test database. The statistics show that on the
lection selection, the collection inference network model [6]
average, 71% of topics occur once, and the remaining 29%
is the most thoroughly tested and e ective. In this paper, we
of topics account for 63% of queries. Among the topics that
modify this technique to rank partial replicas and the origioccur more than once, 35% (412) contains more than one
nal collection, propose a new algorithm for replica selection,
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Figure 1: The replication hierarchy
unique query, which indicates that exactly matching queries
would not nd this overlap, and caching queries may miss
queries that use di erent terms but in fact return the same
top documents.
The Excite log on September 16, 1997, shown in Table 1(b), demonstrates that the Excite queries also have high
query locality: 79% of topics occur once, and the remaining
21% of topics account for 56% of queries; among the topics
that occur more than once, 62% (32750) contain more than
one unique query, which is the overlap missed by exactly
matching queries.
We also examine the THOMAS logs for the ratio of query
processing to document access. For each query, on the average, the user views 1.9 documents. Since we do not have
system measurements of the THOMAS system, we estimate
the percentage of time used for query and document processing by simulating the ratio of queries to documents obtained
from the logs, and rerunning the top 1000 unique queries issued on July 14, 1998 against the test database. The system
measurements show that the query processing accounts for
44% of total processing time, and document access (retrieving summaries and documents) accounts for 56%.
These statistics and other studies [9, 17] suggest that
there is sucient locality to justify partial collection replication for information retrieval. Our partial collection replica
should be a searchable partial collection with replicated documents and their indices to speed up both query processing
and document access.

Figure 2: The collection retrieval inference network
user cluster.
The solid lines illustrate data ows disseminated from
the original collection to replicas. Along the arcs from the
original collection, the most frequently used documents are
replicated many times. The replica selection database directs queries to a relevant partial replica. User requests may
go to any replica or the original collection along the arcs
from the top node depending on relevance and other criteria, such as server load. The dotted lines illustrate the
interaction between users and data. If we do not divide the
users into di erent groups, the hierarchy is simply a linear
hierarchy. In this architecture, replica selection is a two-step
process: ranking replicas and the original collection based on
relevance, and then selecting one of the most relevant replicas or the original collection based on load.

5 Ranking Replicas with the Inference Network
Model

We adapt the collection retrieval inference networks that
Callan et al. proposed to rank collections [6] to rank partial replicas and the original collection. The collection retrieval inference network model consists of two component
networks: a collection and query network, illustrated in Figure 2. The Di nodes are collections, and the rj nodes are
concepts in the collections. The query node Q consists of ci ,
the concept nodes from the query. By using the collection retrieval inference network, collection ranking becomes an estimate of P (QjDi ) from combining the conditional probabilities through the network. When ranking replicas, we use Dn
to represent the original collection, and Di ; i = 1; 2; :::n,1 to
represent partial replicas. We call this inference network the
replica selection inference network. As in the collection retrieval inference network model, P (ck jrj ) is set to 1:0. The
central work of replica selection is to develop an e ective
replica selection function to estimate P (rj jDi ).
A document/collection ranking function is better than
others if and only if it can produce higher precision at the
selected numbers of documents/collections or at all levels of
recall. The replica selection function also needs to direct
as many queries as possible to relevant replicas in order to
obtain the largest performance improvement, but this may
degrade precision. We compare precision of functions when
they direct at least 80% of replicated queries to the replicas.
We rst consider the InQuery collection ranking function,
illustrate in Figure 3 [6], but it directs too many replicated
queries to the original collection (> 70%), because it uses df
(the document frequency of each term) as the basic metric,
and thus favors the original collection with large df . Since a
partial replica contains the top documents of the most frequently used queries, by examining the document ranking
function, we know that the top documents are ranked as the

4 Replication Architecture

We determine which documents to replicate as follows: for a
given query, we tag all top n documents returned by query
processing as \accessed" and count their access frequencies,
regardless of whether the user requests the text of these documents. We keep the access frequency of each document
within a period of time, such as a week or a month, and
then replicate documents based on their access frequencies.
We organize replicas as a hierarchy, illustrated in Figure 1. The top node represents an original collection that
could be an actual collection residing on a network node or a
virtual collection consisting of several collections distributed
over a network. The bottom nodes represent users. We may
divide users into di erent clusters, each of which corresponds
to a group of users that reside within the same domain, such
as an institution, or geographical area. The inner nodes
represent partial replicas. The replica in a lower layer is
a subset of the replicas in upper layers, i.e., Replica 1-1 
Replica 1  Original Collection. The replica that is closest
to a user cluster contains the set of documents that are most
frequently used by the user cluster. An upper layer replica
could contain frequently used documents for more than one
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top, just because they contain these query terms more often
than the others. If a replica contains the top documents for
a query, the average term frequency of each query term in
the replica should be higher than in the original collection.
Based on this heuristic, we construct a replica selection function that uses the average term frequency and penalizes the
terms that occur in too few documents, as shown in Figure 4.
We implement the replica selection inference network as
a pseudo InQuery database, where each pseudo document
corresponds to a replica or collection, its index stores the df
(document frequency) and ctf (replica/collection term frequency) for each term.

dfij
T = df + k  ((1 ,
b) + b  avecwicw
ij
N + 0:5)
log( cf
I = log(jN
j + 1:0)
P (rj jDi ) = + (1 , )  T  I
j

where

dfij
cwi
ave cw
N
cf
k
b

j

number of documents that contain
term rj in collection Di ,
number of words in Di ,
average number of words,
number of collections,
number of collections that contain rj .
constant that controls the magnitude of df
(default is 200),
constant varying from 0 to 1 which controls
the sensitivity of the function to cw
(default is 0.75), and
default belief (set to 0.4).

6 E ectiveness of Partial Replica Selection

In this section, we evaluate the e ectiveness of our replica
selection approach using the InQuery retrieval system [5],
and the 2 GB TREC volumes 2+3 collection and the 20
GB TREC VLC collection. We use queries developed for
TREC topics 51-350 in our experiments. We compare our
proposed replica selection function with the collection ranking function. We measure their ability to pick the relevant
partial replica, and the precision of the resulting response as
compared with searching the original collection.

Figure 3: The Collection Ranking Function in InQuery

6.1 Experimental Settings

ave tf = ctfij
dfij

AT =
T=



cuto i = cuto 1
if dfij > cuto i
ave tf
dfij
ave tf  cuto
i otherwise

AT
i
AT + k  ((1 , b) + b  aveaveavedoclen
doclen
N
log( + 0:5)
I = log(jrf
N j + 1:0)
P (rj jDi ) = + (1 , )  T  I
j

where

We use the 2 GB collection to compare the e ectiveness of
our replica selection function with the InQuery collection
ranking function using short queries, and demonstrate the effectiveness of our replica selection function using both short
queries and long queries. A short query is simply a sum
of the terms in the corresponding description eld of the
topic. Long queries are automatically created from TREC
topics using InQuery query generation techniques [5], which
consist of terms, phrases and proximity operators. Generally, a long query for a topic is more e ective than the short
query [5]. The average number of terms per query is 8 for
short queries and 120 for long queries after removing the
stopwords. We further divide queries into replicated and
unreplicated queries, where the replicated queries are those
whose top documents are used to build the replicas. Since
only topics 51-150 and 202-250 have relevance judgment les
for the 2 GB TREC collection, we use them to test precision.
We use the 20 GB collection to examine how the collection size a ects the e ectiveness of our replica ranking
function. Since we do not have relevance judgments for topics f51-150,202-250g against the 20 GB collection, but the 2
GB collection is a subset of the 20 GB collection, we use the
relevance judgments for the 2 GB collection to produce the
precision gures.
Our experiments repeat the following procedure 5 times:
each trial uses a di erent number as the seed to produce random numbers, and thus picks di erent queries for a query set,
in order to break the possible correlations between queries.
In each trial, we randomly choose 50 queries from queries
f51-150, 202-250g as our unreplicated query set T , and randomly divide the remaining 250 queries into 5 sets such that
each set contains 50 queries, fQi ; i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; jQi j = 50g.
These queries are the replicated queries. We then build
a 6-layer replication hierarchy from the original collection.
For each query in Qi , we collect the resulting top n documents from the original collection to build 5 partial replicas
fDi ; i = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5g, where Di contains at most n  i documents, consisting of the top n documents for each query in
query sets fQj ; j = 1; :::; ig. Clearly, the D1  D2  D3 
D4  D5  the original collection.

DN )
DN1i )

log(
log(

j

number of occurrences of
term rj in
replica/collection Di ,
dfij
number of documents that
contain term rj in Di ,
DNi
number of documents in Di ,
cuto 1
cuto value for the smallest
replica D1 , which we set as the
number of top documents for each
query,
cuto i
cuto number of documents
in Di ,
N
number of replicas plus
the original collection,
rf
number of replicas and
the collection that contain rj ,
ave docleni
average document length in Di ,
ave ave doclen average ave docleni ,
k
constant that controls the
magnitude of AT ,
b
constant varying from 0 to 1
used to control the sensitivity of
the function to ave doclen, and
default belief (set to 0.4).
ctfij

Figure 4: The replica selection function
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Ranking Parameters Func.
replica
% to replicas
Function
k, b
code D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 C right smaller larger
C
Expected
E
18 16 25 21 19 0 100%
0%
0%
0%
Random
Ran
17 17 17 16 16 16 16%
35% 33% 16%
InQuery 200, 0.25
I1
0
0
0
0
0 99
0%
0%
0% 100%
Collection 200, 0.75
I2
0
1
4
5 20 69 14%
0% 16% 70%
Ranking 200, 1
I3 28 14 22 14 10 11 65% 16% 8% 11%
100, 1
I4 28 15 22 14 10 10 65% 17% 8% 10%
400, 1
I5 29 14 23 14 8 11 64% 17% 8% 11%
2, 0
R1 22 12 10 12 32 11 59%
7% 23% 11%
Replica
2, 0.2
R2 20 15 11 17 24 12 57%
9% 22% 12%
Ranking
2, 0.8
R3
6
3
3
5
1 81 15%
1%
2% 82%
Func.
1, 0.2
R4
17
6
7 14 28 27 47%
5% 20% 27%
4, 0.2
R5
21 10 10 11 26 21 54%
7% 18% 21%
(a) Number of replicated queries replica selection sends to replicas (99 queries).
at m
Precision of Unreplicated Queries (%)
docs
C
random
I3
I4
I5
R1
R2
10 39.8 24.6 (-38.2) 30.0 (-24.6) 29.4 (-26.1) 30.0 (-24.6) 33.6 (-15.6) 35.9 (-9.6)
20 36.8 23.7 (-35.6) 27.2 (-26.1) 26.6 (-27.7) 27.3 (-25.8) 32.3 (-12.2) 34.4 (-7.9)
30 33.4 22.3 (-33.1) 24.9 (-25.4) 24.3 (-27.2) 24.9 (-25.4) 30.8 (-7.8) 31.9 (-4.6)
100 26.4 15.0 (-43.1) 16.9 (-35.9) 16.2 (-38.7) 16.9 (-35.9) 22.8 (-13.6) 23.5 (-10.8)
200 21.1 10.4 (-50.5) 11.7 (-44.7) 11.1 (-47.3) 11.7 (-44.7) 17.1 (-19.2) 18.1 (-14.5)
(b) Precision of 50 unreplicated queries

Table 2: Comparing ranking functions using short queries on the 2GB TREC volumes 2+3 collection
ments of the query. Note it is possible for a replica smaller
than the expected to contain all top documents for a given
query, since the top documents of other queries could include
the top documents for this query. The \expected" (E) row
lists the number of judged queries that we would expect the
replica selector to direct to each replica and to the original
collection, if it were perfect with respect to the queries used
to build the replicas.
For the InQuery collection ranking function, varying k
from 100 to 400 does not signi cantly change performance
(compare I3-I5). When we set k to 200 (the default of the
InQuery collection ranking function) and increase the value
of b, the replica selector directs more queries to the replicas.
For the replicated queries, the default InQuery collection
ranking function (k=200,b=0.75) directs 70% of queries to
the original collection, which is not our choice.
For the replica selection function, k = 2 gets better results than k = 1 and k = 4 (compare the functions R3-R5).
When we decrease the value of b, the replica selector directs
more queries to the replicas. Among the functions listed in
Table 2(a), six functions random, I3, I4, I5, R1, and R2 direct more than 80% of replicated queries to the replicas. We
need to compare their precision to determine which one is
best for replica selection.
We compare the precision of the functions for both replicated queries and unreplicated queries. When we examine
the precision for replicated queries, all these functions except
random selection are acceptable, since the precision resulting
from these functions drops within 8.7%. However, when we
examine the precision for unreplicated queries listed in Table 2(b), the precision di erence is signi cant. In Table 2(b),
the rst column lists the average number of documents at
which we present the precision. Column 2 lists the precision
when all queries go to the original collection, i.e., what percent is relevant to the top m documents when searching the
original collection. Columns 3 through 8 list the results using
random selection, and each ranking function. The numbers
in parentheses show the precision percentage di erence as
compared with searching the original collection.
It is not surprising that random selection performs poorly,
because it has high probability of picking a replica with few

When we replicate the top 200 documents for each query,
the replica size ranges from 2% to 10%, and from 0.2% to 1%
of the original collection for the 2 GB and 20 GB collections,
respectively. We build a replica selection inference network
to rank these ve replicas and the original collection.
For the 20 GB collection, we also use queries 301-350 as
our unreplicated query set, since these 50 topics are more
thoroughly judged against the 20 GB collection than topics
f51-150, 202-250g. We use queries 51-100 as Q1 , 101-150 as
Q2 , 151-200 as Q3 , 202-250 as Q4 , and 251-300 as Q5 .
For both replicated and unreplicated queries, we expect
we will have to tolerate some loss in precision in order to
avoid searching the entire collection. We choose a drop in
precision between 0% and 10% for a query as our acceptable range, i.e., searching the selected replica retrieves at
most one less relevant document for every 10 documents as
compared with searching the original collection.

6.2 Comparing Ranking Functions

In this section, we compare our replica selection function
(Figure 4) and the InQuery collection ranking function (Figure 3) by varying k and b for short queries in test trial 1 when
we replicate the top 200 documents for each query. We show
that our replica selection function is comparable in precision
and ability to pick the expected replica with some con gurations of the collection ranking function for replicated queries,
but that it signi cantly improves precision for unreplicated
queries.
Table 2 lists the results of replica selection using di erent ranking functions. Table 2(a) lists the the number of
replicated queries and to which replica or collection each
function directs the queries, when the parameters, k and b,
vary. Columns 1 through 3 list the name of functions, the
values of parameters k and b, and the function abbreviations. Columns 4 through 9 contain the number of queries
that the replica selector sends to each of the replicas (Di )
as well as the original collection (C ); columns 10 through 13
contain the percentages of queries that are directed to the
expected replica (right), smaller replica, larger replica, and
the original collection. The expected replica for a replicated
query is the smallest replica that is built with the top docu-
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Size
2 GB
2 GB
20 GB

Query
Type
Expected
short
long
short

D1
21.6
20.0
18.0
15.4

Avg. Queries to Replica
D2 D3 D4 D5
C
16.6 21.4 20.6 18.8 0
13.2 14.2 17.0 21.0 13.6
17.4 12.6 14.4 28.2 8.4
13.2 12.0 15.4 24.6 18.4

% to Replica
right smaller larger
C
100%
0%
0%
0%
59.8% 8.1% 18.4% 13.7%
57.0% 8.7% 25.8% 8.5%
56.5% 4.2% 20.4% 18.6%

Table 3: Average number of replicated queries replica selection sends to replicas (replicas built with the top 200 documents)
at m
docs
10
20
30
100
200

2 GB + short
C
Replica
42.8 39.4 (-8.0)
39.4 36.1 (-8.4)
35.5 32.7 (-7.8)
27.2 24.0 (-11.6)
21.8 18.3 (-16.5)

2 GB + long
C
Replica
55.3 52.0 (-6.0)
52.7 48.6 (-7.8)
50.0 45.7 (-8.7)
40.4 35.1 (-13.2)
33.1 27.3 (-17.4)

20 GB + short
C
Replica
12.8 12.6 (-1.6)
12.3 11.9 (-3.1)
11.8 11.9 (+0.8)
10.0 9.6 (-4.2)
8.4 7.7 (-7.9)

20 GB + 301-350
C
Replica
40.4 36.2 (-10.4)
35.4 30.7 (-13.3)
31.3 26.9 (-14.2)
20.2 17.8 (-11.9)
14.4 12.8 (-10.9)

Table 4: Average precision of unreplicated queries (each trial has 50 queries and replicas built with the top 200 documents)
results in precision percentage loss within 3:0% as compared
with searching the original collection when we use short and
long queries on 2 and 20 GB collections.

relevant documents. For unreplicated queries, it causes precision percentage losses ranging from 38:0% to 50% compared with searching the original collection, C.
Using InQuery collection ranking function I3 where we
set k = 200 and b = 1, the precision losses of unreplicated
queries range from 24.6% to 44.7%. We get our best result
using our replica selection function R2 with k = 2 and b =
0:2. The precision losses of unreplicated queries range from
4:8% to 14:5%. For the top 30 documents, the precision
losses of unreplicated queries range from 4:8% to 9:6%. In
the remaining experiments, we set k = 2 and b = 0:2.

6.4 E ectiveness with Unreplicated Queries

This section evaluates the replica selection function for unreplicated queries. For the 2 GB collection, on the average
over 5 trials (each trial has 50 queries), 15.4 short queries and
16.6 long queries have a replica that causes the precision loss
within 5% as compared to searching the original collection,
and the replica selector directs 84:7% and 86:9% of these
queries to the replicas, respectively. Table 4 compares the
retrieval precision of executing unreplicated queries against
replicas or the original collection selected by our replica selector with only searching the original collection. Column 1
lists the number of documents at which we present the precision gures. Columns 2, 4, 6, and 8 list the precision gures
when all queries go to the original collection. Columns 3, 5,
7, and 9 list the average precision of replica selection over 5
test trials. The numbers in the parentheses show the precision percentage di erence.
For the 2 GB collection, using short and long queries
cause a precision loss ranging from 7:8% to 16:5%, and from
6:0% to 17:4%, respectively. For the top 30 retrieved documents, which is a retrieval level that concerns many online
users, our replica selector causes average precision percentage loss within 8:7% of searching the original collection.
For the 20 GB collection using short queries, when we
use the relevance les for the 2 GB collection, the precision
ranges from improving by 0.8% to a loss of 7.9%. When we
use short queries 301-350 as our unreplicated queries, the
precision drop for is within 14.2%. Topics 301-350 were much
more thoroughly judged than topics f51-150, 202-250g for
the 20 GB VLC collection. Although additional judgments
are still under way, we think the results using topics 301350 are more accurate, which means our replica selection
performs slightly worse on the 20 GB collection than on the
2 GB collection. However, the precision percentage loss of
14.2% in our context only means that we retrieve one less
relevant document for the top 30 documents.

6.3 E ectiveness with Replicated Queries

This section evaluates our proposed replica selection function for replicated queries on a wider range of queries and
collections. We want to test whether the replica selector directs most of replicated queries to an expected replica. Although we use 250 queries to build replicas, we only present
the results for the 99 replicated queries which have relevance
judgment les in this section.
We count the average number of replicated queries that
the replica selector directs to each of the replicas and the
original collection over 5 trails, as shown in Table 3. In
Table 3, columns 1 and 2 indicate the original collection size
and the query type. Columns 3 through 8 on the row of
\Expected" list the average number of judged queries that
are used to build a replica, but not used in a smaller one over
5 trials. Columns 3 through 8 on other rows list the average
number of queries the replica selector sends to each replica
and the original collection. Columns 9 through 12 contain
the average number of queries that the selector directs to
the expected replicas (right), smaller replicas, larger replicas,
and the original collection (C).
For short queries on the 2 GB collection, on the average,
our replica selector directs 86:3% (59.8%+8.1%+18.4%) of
replicated queries to the replicas, and 67:9% of queries to
the expected replica or a replica smaller than we expect.
For long queries on the 2 GB collection, on the average,
our replica selector directs 91:5% (57.0%+8.7%+25.8%) of
replicated queries to the replicas, and 65:7% of queries to the
expected or a smaller replica. For short queries on the 20 GB
collection, on the average, our replica selector directs 81:4%
(56.5%+4.2%+20.4%) of replicated queries to the replicas,
and 60:7% of queries to the expected or a smaller replica.
We also compare the precision of executing queries resulting from replica selection with searching the original collection. Even though some queries go to smaller replicas than
expected, precision is not compromised. Replica selection

7 Performance of Partial Collection Replication

In this section, we compare the performance of partial replication to collection partitioning on the same server, and
show that replication is superior at improving performance
even given small percentages of query locality. We do a more
thorough evaluation elsewhere [19]. These results demonstrate the potential for a lot of performance improvement.
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We simulate performance of a parallel IR server using a symmetric multiprocessor. In previous work, we validated this
simulator against an implementation of InQuery running on
a multiprocessor Alpha, and demonstrated that the simulator is accurate with respect to the implementation [19].
For this experiment, we model the command arrival as a
Poisson process, use short queries with an average of 2 terms
per query, and issue query, summary, and document commands with a ratio of 1:1.5:2, as we found in the THOMAS
logs. We vary the number of CPUs from 1 to 4. The base
con guration has 4 disks to which all CPUs have access.
Each disk stores up to a 4 GB collection and its associated
indices. The original collection in this case is 16 GB, we
therefore need at least 4 disks. In the base con guration,
for a query command, the server assigns 4 threads, each of
which executes the query against a collection partition on
a disk in parallel, and then merges the results returned by
each thread; for a summary command, the server assigns
n( 4) threads to execute and then merges the results; for a
document command, the server assigns one thread to fetch
the the document. We study the e ects of an additional
disk, asking the following question: should we partition the
collection on the 5 disks, or should we partially replicate the
top query results on the 5th disk?
If we build a partial replica using the additional disk, the
replica can be as large as 4 GB, which is 25% of the original
collection. If query locality is high, the replica selector may
send more queries to the replica than the original collection,
which may result in load imbalance. We load-balance by predicting the response time of the replica (R) and the original
collection (C ) using the average response time and the number of the outstanding commands. When the replica selector chooses the replica, we calculate the predicted response
time p respi; i = fR; C g using ave respi  num wait mesi,
where ave respi is the average response time for last 200 responses for either the replica or the original collection, and
num wait mesi is the number of the outstanding commands
to which either the collection or the replica has not yet responded. When p respC is less than p respR, the command
is sent to the original collection.
Figure 5 shows the average response time versus the distracting percentage that represents the percentage of the
queries the replica selector sends to the replica, when commands arrive at 10 per second for 1, 2, and 4 CPUs, each
with di erent performance bottlenecks. In Figure 5(d), the
rows of \CPU" list the average utilization of the CPUs, the
rows of \DISK" list the average utilization over the disks
that store the original collection; the rows of \D repl" lists
the utilization of the disk that stores the partial replica.
In Figure 5(a), where one CPU is already overutilized
for 4 disks when the commands arrive at 10 per second,
partitioning the collection over 5 disks is actually worse than
over 4 disks, because it exacerbates the CPU bottleneck; i.e.,
partitioning adds a little more CPU overhead to merge the
results and disk delay of the slowest disk is exaggerated when
the CPU is busy. The performance of partial replication is
much better (usually a factor of 2) than partitioning at all
data points of the distracting percentage, because searching
the replica that uses one disk needs less CPU time than
searching the original collection which is distributed over 4
disks, and thus shortens the waiting time for the CPU. For
the same reason, the improvement increases as the replica
distracts increasingly many commands until the disk load
gets too high. At that point, load balancing is necessary.
For 2 and 4 CPUs as shown in Figure 5(b) and (c), the
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Figure 5: Partitioning versus Partial Replication for a 16
GB collection when commands arrive at 10 per seconds
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CPU and disk utilizations are better balanced. However,
the CPUs are a bottleneck for 2 CPUs and 5 disks, and the
disks are a bottleneck for 4 CPUs. For partitioning over 5
disks, using 2 CPUs limits its improvement due to the CPU
bottleneck, and using 4 CPUs reaches the largest improvement for partitioning over one more disk. Partial replication
performs better than collection partitioning when the replica
distracts more than 5% and 12% of commands using 2 CPUs
and 4 CPUs, respectively. System improvements due to partial collection replication are determined by query locality
and increase as the query locality increases until the replica
is overloaded. Replication with load balancing improves the
query response time by a factor ranging from 2 to 4 as compared to partitioning over 5 disks, when the replica distracts
more than 20% of commands.
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigate how to select a relevant partial replica using the inference network, which is the rst
step towards to developing replication and partial replication
strategies to improve IR system performance while maintaining the retrieval accuracy. Our approach enables a system to
rank partial replicas for relevance to a query, and automatically selects a replica based on both relevance and load. We
examine real IR system logs and nd that there is sucient
query locality in real IR systems to justify partial collection replication for information retrieval. We demonstrate
the e ectiveness of our approach using the InQuery retrieval
system and TREC collections and show that the inference
network model is a very promising approach for ranking partial replicas. By using our new replica selection function,
our replica selector can direct more than 85% of replicated
queries to a relevant partial replica rather than the original
collection, and it achieves a precision percentage loss within
8:7% and 14.2% for the top 30 retrieved documents for those
unreplicated queries, when sizes of replicas range from 2% to
10% for the 2 GB collection, and 0.2% to 1% for the 20 GB
collection, respectively. Our performance experiments show
that partial collection replication signi cantly improves performance over collection partitioning for the same number of
disks when the replica satis es a modest number of requests.
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